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ABSTRACT
Rumba is a multi-point turn action sports project. In rumba point turn
process; there are often some wide-angle rotating actions, which are of
certain degree of difficulty for beginners, such as the turnover after the
Latin cross step. How to solve these difficult movements becomes the
focus of attentions of many coaches and athletes. This paper uses the
theory of human motion mechanics to analysis the dynamics principle in
the rumba open point turn process, respectively analysis the open point
turn action technique in the six-step process for both men and women
dancers. Then it studies the cause of body standing instability after
rotation, gives improvement methods for the body destabilizing factors
during or after the rotation, and provides a theoretical basis for rumba
open point turn technical training.  2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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INTRODUCTION

Early rumba dance is transmitted by the African
slaves to Cuba, which has 200 years of history in Cuba.
The original Lombard is wild, improvisation, and fast-
paced, while Ballroom dancing is slow and sexy which
constitutes a sharp contrast. Rumba is a passionate
dance compared the two together. Even so, the rumba
is the slowest in the Latin dance. To master Rumba
better can make it easier to accept and master other
Latin dance.

There are many studies on dance sport rotation
technique, for example: Haoran Xiong from Luoyang
Normal University, in the biomechanics analysis of Ball-
room Dancing rotation technique, he explained that the

reaction force, the turning radius, the constantly shifting
center of gravity and the rotation angle are the key fac-
tors that impact the Ballroom Dancing rotation; Another
example: Zhong He and Zhilin Xu from the Department
of Xiang fan College Sports, in the Dance Sport move-
ment technique characteristics and special strength train-
ing, they analysis the characteristics affect sports dance
movement technique, and formulate the index system
to analysis sensitive training project. Although the above
two has summarized and analyzed the sports dance tech-
nique and training, it is not specifically targeted, just
generalities.

This paper uses the theory of human motion me-
chanics based on farmer�s work to analysis the dynam-
ics principle in the rumba open point turn process, re-
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spectively analysis the open point turn action technique
in the six-step process for men and women dancers.
Then it studies the causes of body standing instability
after dancer rotation, gives improvement methods for
the body destabilizing factors during or after the rota-
tion, which provides a theoretical basis for rumba open
point turn technical training.

HUMAN POINT TURN MODEL

Centroid and weight distribution of human multi-
body model

Xiao Hui from China standardization and informa-
tion classification and coding Institute, in the study of
Chinese adult centroid, explains that human body can
be transformed into a rigid body model and use the
model�s kinematic relation to confirm the physical move-
ment scientificalness.

The rigid model divides the human body into a num-
ber of elements, including the head, arms, legs and feet.
When a dancer�s position is determined, the centroid
position of the body elements has also been identified.
The various centroid positions of the body elements
have a direct relationship with the various parts of the
body mass distribution.

Percentage diagram for relative quality of various
elements in the human body, shown as Figure 1 be-
low:

Human body rotation principle

Open point turn action in rumba dance follows the
rigid body turn kinetic law. Rigid body rotation kine-
matics occupies a very important position in human Ki-
nesiology. The parameter variables include the time, the
angular velocity, angular displacement, the angular ac-
celeration and linear velocity. Objects various rotating
formation is due to the impact of the non-equilibrium
torque. Formula (1) shows the total torque expression:
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In the formula: M is the total torque vector of

an object, iM is a sub torque objects of an object;

When objects around the entity axis, M  is not equal

to zero; When the body rotates around the joint axis,

M  is also not zero.

The particle quality is, the distance between the
particle and the shaft is , the product of the distance
and quality refer to rotational inertia. For the various
elements of the human body, the rotational inertia has
additive ability, as formula (2) shows:

(2)
In the formula: I presents the total rotational inertia

of the human body,  repre-

sent the rotational inertia of one human element. Pa-
rameters which affect body rotational inertia are the
quality and distance, so the body can change the rota-
tional inertia by changing the body posture or transform
shaft.

According to the angular momentum theorem, it

Figure 1 : Percentage diagram for relative quality of various
elements in the human body

Centroid relative position of various elements,
shown as Figure 2 below:

Figure 2 : Centroid relative position of various elements
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gives out formula (3):

(3)

In the formula:  represents the angular velocity
change rate, i.e. the angular acceleration vector.

When body translational, somewhere in the body
is constrained by the brake, the body will be rotated
around the constraint points. The linear momentum be-
fore the rotation is partially converted into rotational
moment of momentum. Since the expression of angular
velocity is the ratio of line speed and the rotation ra-
dius, the larger the line speed, the greater the angular
momentum, the smaller the rotation radius, the greater
the angular momentum.

In formula (1), (2) and (3), the quality and the par-
ticle position can be determined according to the body
posture and the relative position and relative mass of
2.1.

RUMBA OPEN POINT TURN ANALYSIS

In rumba point turn, there are often some wide-
angle rotating actions, like the turnover after the Latin
cross step. In this process, the dancers often the body
center of gravity dance disharmony, the below is point
turn analysis for male and female dancers under the co-
operation mode.

Men�s open point turns analysis

Men�s open point turn action is divided into six steps
with music beat movement.

The first step: In the music beats 2&, left foot step
forward, end at his back position; the hip turn to right
25%, and angle should be well controlled between 25%
-40% of the best. The first step shows in Figure 3 be-
low:

beat coordinately. Each step has slightly turnover to make
action more smoothly. Hip trajectory is shown in Fig-
ure 3 Second step.

The third step: in the music beats 4 (1) & left foot
goes next step, at the same time, hip rotates right about
25% in beats 2-3 of 4(1). Hip trajectory is shown in
Figure 3Third step.

The fourth step: in the music beats 2&, the right
foot steps forward, end when transported to his back
position. At the same time, hip rotate left about 25% in
beats 3-4 of 2&. The trajectory of the hip is shown in
Figure3 Fourth step.

The fifth step: in the music beats 3&, body centroid
line turns to the left foot center, while hip rotates left
50% in beats 4-5 of 3&. The hip trajectory moves as
figure 3 Fifth step.

The sixth step: in the music beats 4 (1) & right foot
goes next step, at the same time, hip rotates left about
25% in beats 5-6 of 4(1). Hip trajectory is shown in
Figure 3 Sixth step.

In the rumba process, it must focus on both men
and women�s coordination, which is particularly impor-
tant in the open point turn technique. Otherwise the poor
coordination will cause the failure of the dance. The
men in the dance process not only have to control the
rhythm, but also should have good strength training.
Because in men and women coordination dance, the
men carry more weight and at the same time send sig-
nal to the women to realize better cooperation and har-
monious rhythm.

Women�s open point turns analysis

Women�s open point turn action is divided into six
steps with music beat movement too, and has the same
step beats with men�s.

The first step: In the music beats 2&, left foot step
forward, end at his back position; the hip turn to right
25%, and angle should be well controlled between 25%
-40% of the best. The first step shows in Figure 4 be-
low:

Figure 3 : Men�s six-step hip trajectory figure

The second step: In the music beats 3&, body cen-
troid line is transferred to the right foot center, at the
same time the hip turns right 50% accompanied with
beats 1-2 in 3&. The rotation angle of slightly greater
than 50% is the best, because this can go to the next Figure 4 : Women�s six-step hip trajectory figure
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The second step: In the music beats 3&, body cen-
troid line is transferred to the left foot center, at the
same time the hip turns left 50% accompanied with beats
1-2 in 3&. The rotation angle of slightly greater than
50% is the best, because this can go to the next beat
coordinately. Each step has slightly turnover to make
action more smoothly. Hip trajectory is shown in Fig-
ure 4 Second step.

The third step: in the music beats 4 (1) & right foot
goes next step, at the same time, hip rotates left about
25% in beats 2-3 of 4(1). Hip trajectory is shown in
Figure 4 Third step.

The fourth step: in the music beats 2&, the left foot
steps forward, end when transported to his back posi-
tion. At the same time, hip rotate right about 25% in
beats 3-4 of 2&. The trajectory of the hip is shown in
Figure 4 Fourth step.

The fifth step: in the music beats 3&, body centroid
line turns to the right foot center, while hip rotates right
50% in beats 4-5 of 3&. The hip trajectory moves as
figure 4 Fifth step.

The sixth step: in the music beats 4 (1) & left foot
goes next step, at the same time, hip rotates right about
25% in beats 5-6 of 4(1). Hip trajectory is shown in
Figure 4 Sixth step.

Women should follow and accept the rule of men
guiding in the dancing process. It is forbidden to play
randomly, otherwise it makes men produce chaos awk-
ward and cause uncoordinated dancing.

REASONABLE ANALYSIS OF THE OPEN
POINT TURN

Rotational force point problem: helix turn needs
pelvic rotation, while point turn belongs to turnover,
which just needs upper body force accompanied by
hip rotation and the master of rotation force;

The rotation direction problem: control the body to
make the direction of body rotation slightly downwards,
just like a downward spiral nail. This can make the cen-
ter of gravity decline, stable angle increase and the ro-
tation more robust. On the contrary, it can make the
body centroid away from the ground and body offset.
The methods to make the rotation direction downward
is to apply a hydrostatic pressure at the fulcrum of the
rotation process to maintain a balance, but the spatial

extent of the action is not huge;
The rotation sequence and leading problem of the

various human body elements during the rotation: be-
fore the point turn, arm should stay in the opposite di-
rection of rotation. When rotating, the arm swings up
and upper torso. Then the hip rotates under the driven
of body trunk. Feet twist comes next. The head last
shakes quickly and to the rotate position (relative late-
comer) than any other body elements. The shakes can
also display rumba dynamic. In the overall process, the
arm is always in force, but finally reaches the rotational
position. The arm plays a regulating rotating speed role
during rotation process. when the arm is accelerated,
the rotational accelerate correspondingly and when the
arm is decelerated, the rotational decelerate correspond-
ingly, which can better meet the music rhythm;

When the body rotational movement comes to the
end, swing foot heel did not touch the ground and the
fulcrum foot has turned to the specified location, first
control swing foot heel to touch ground, and apply a
static pressure to the soles of the feet to make it flat on
the ground, and then swing leg inwards tightly to con-
trol the angle of rotation and body balance, lastly make
fulcrum foot land on the ground accompanied with the
rhythm;

Inner thigh muscles� contract and relax occurs in
the footwork and step-by-step transfer interacted with
each other. Inner thighs tighten process is actually a pro-
cess of human force, caused by human static pressure
applied to the thigh, which is the assurance to control
rotating action quality. The four factors step-by-step
trajectory of the dancers, step-by-step speed, step-
by-step position and hydrostatic pressure to the thigh
are supplementary to each other, which must coordi-
nate with each other.

Dancers should adjust their breathing to control the
contraction and relaxation state of the entire body when
increasing the rotating speed. The contraction of the
entire body includes the inner thigh muscles, ribs and
hips, making breathing process in coordination with the
music rhythm melody. When dancers stretching the
spine, shoulder line and the atmosphere should come
down in time and the weight of the body should be all
conducted between the two through thigh. Thus the body
is full of the sense of rhythm and harmony.

The control and regulation of the human sense of
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rhythm is an �action dynamic stereotype� process con-
ditional reflex control. It forms a conditioned reflex af-
ter being thoroughly tempered in the cerebral cortex of
the central nervous system, and makes the body move-
ments and thinking simultaneously work. Dancers after
the correct �action dynamic stereotype� training can di-
rectly begin neural control in case of thinking is not
reachable. Only with familiar melody and expertly ac-
tion in harmony drilling process, can we appreciate the
valuable dance. But in impromptu dance process, mental
control needs surpass the neural control. Even if the
mental control is prior action dynamic stereotype, it can
also regulate the physical linkage of coordination.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of rumba point turn technique through
human motion mechanics theory is in line with the ac-
tual action essentials and of good reduction and confir-
mation effect;

In rumba dance men give women a boot signal,
and the women must accept the men�s boot to make it
fit with the rhythm of the music;

Before rumba rotation human arm placed in oppo-
site direction toward rotation, the rotation process pro-
vides rotary power and resistance, in order to adjust
the speed, increase or decrease the angular momentum
of rotation.

Helical turn of the rumba open point turn process
should be slightly downward, adjusting the center of
gravity position lower, reducing the overturning moment
arm and increasing the angle of the rotation edge and
the shaft, to increase the stability of the body-move-
ment process;

To start body rotation, it needs the action technical
procedures, master well the order of priorities and ac-
tions collaborative, be clear about which part is the ac-
tive site and which is driven part and collaborative part;

when body rotation is over, swing feet should first
stabilize centroid, and then the fulcrum feet land, which
is helpful for the fulcrum feet to buffer and raise cen-
troid stable;

There are many other actions in rumba dance pro-
cess, this article merely analysis the rumba open point
technique dynamically. In addition to the technical points
and motor coordination, there is also the support power

of the body. Scientific training is a must to various body
elements. This paper restores the technical process truly
and come to the above conclusion through analysis,
which provides a theoretical basis for the rumba open
point turn the technique.
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